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Abstract
High-quality virtual audio scene rendering is a must for emerging virtual and augmented reality applications, for
perceptual user interfaces, and sonification of data. We describe algorithms for creation of virtual auditory spaces by
rendering cues that arise from anatomical scattering, environmental scattering, and dynamical effects. We use a novel
way of personalizing the head related transfer functions (HRTFs) from a database, based on anatomical measurements.
Details of algorithms for HRTF interpolation, room impulse response creation, HRTF selection from a database,
and audio scene presentation are presented. Our system runs in real time on an office PC without specialized DSP
hardware.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND PREVIOUS WORK
Many emerging applications require the ability to render audio scenes that are consistent with
reality. In multimodal virtual and augmented reality systems using personal visual and auditory
displays the rendered audio and video must be kept consistent with each other and with the user’s
movements to create a virtual scene [1]. A goal of our work is to create rich auditory environments
which can be used as user interfaces for both the visually-impaired and the sighted. These applica-
tions require the ability to render acoustical sources at their correct spatial location. Several studies
have demonstrated the feasibility of the spatialized audio for data display, e.g., [2]. Real-time spa-
tial displays using specialized hardware have been created [3] and virtual auditory displays have
been used as user interfaces for the visually impaired [4], in mobile applications [5], or in the field
of sonification (“the use of nonspeech audio to convey information” [6], [7]).
While there have been many successful attempts to render sound to create virtual environments,
they have not as yet resulted in a comprehensive theory of rendering audio scenes, and they have
not achieved the objective of a set of design rules and guidelines to render consistent personalized
design spaces. Often auditory interfaces are based on use of pre-recorded samples created by artists
to create auditory objects (“background music”), and on approximate spatial separation of sound.
The lack of a theory and methodology has been held to be a chief stumbling block in holding back
easy sonification of more complex data [7].
To develop a consistent way to render auditory scenes one must rely on an understanding of
how humans segregate the streams of sound they receive into objects and scenes [8], [9], [10]. A
key element of this ability, and that which is the main focus of this article, is the human ability to
localize sound sources. To successfully render the spatial position of a source we must reintroduce
the cues that lead to the perception of that location. This in turn demands an understanding of
how the cues are generated and what is the relative importance of different cues [11]. Previous
work in the area of localization and spatial sound rendering can be tracked back to the year 1907
[12]. Since then understanding of spatial localization [13], [14], modeling of the involved transfer
functions [15], [16], [17], fast synthesis methods [18], environment modeling [19], [20], [21], and
implementation of the rendering software [22], [23] have made significant progress. However none
of these authors present a comprehensive account of how to render spatially consistent data in real
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time.
Our goal is to create an auditory display capable of spatial consistency. Achievement of spatial
consistency requires rendering static, dynamic and environmental cues in the stream, otherwise the
sound is perceived as being inside the head. The static cues are both the binaural difference-based
cues, and the monaural and binaural cues that arise from the scattering process from the user’s
body, head and ears. These localization cues are encoded in the head-related transfer function
(HRTF) which varies significantly between people, and it is known [24], [25] that differences
in ear shape and geometry strongly distort the perception and that the high-quality synthesis of
a virtual audio scene requires the personalization of the HRTF for the particular individual for
good virtual source localization. Furthermore, once the HRTF-based cues are added back into
the rendered audio stream, the sound is still perceived as non-externalized, since cues that arise
from environmental reflections and reverberation are missing. Finally, for proper externalization
and localization of the rendered source, dynamic cues must be added back to make the rendering
consistent with the user’s motion. Thus, dynamic and reverberation cues must be recreated for
maximum sense of presence in the virtual audio scene.
In this paper, we present a set of fast algorithms for spatial audio rendering which are able to
recreate all the mentioned cues in real time. Our rendering system works on a commercial off-the-
shelf PC with no noticeable latency. No additional hardware is used except for the head tracker.
This is achieved by using optimized algorithms so that only necessary parts of the spatial audio
processing filters are recomputed in each rendering cycle and by highly optimized programming
using novel features of the Intel Xeon processors. We also perform address the problem of person-
alization of the HRTF by selecting the HRTF that corresponds to the closes one from a database
of 43 pairs of HRTFs. The selection of the closest HRTF is done by matching of certain anthro-
pometric ear parameters with those in the database. We also present a preliminary investigation of
how this personalization can improve the perception of the virtual audio scene.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the head-related transfer
function which knowledge is crucial for accurate virtual audio scene rendering. In Section 3, we
describe the environmental model which provides important cues for perceptions (in particular,
cues that lead to “out-of-the-head” externalization) and in Section 4, the importance of dynamic
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cues for perception is outlined.. In Section 5, we describe the fast audio rendering algorithms.
Section 6 deals with partial HRTF customization using visual matching of ear features. In Section
7, experimental setup and experimental results are presented. Section 8 concludes the paper and
outlines directions of future research.
II. HEAD RELATED TRANSFER FUNCTION
Using just two receivers (ears), humans are able to localize sound with amazing precision [26].
While differences in the time of arrival or level between the signals reaching the two ears (known
respectively as interaural time delay, ITD, and interaural level difference, ILD) [12] can partially
explain this facility, interaural differences do not account for the ability to locate a source within
the median plane, where both ITD and ILD are essentially zero. In fact, there are many loca-
tions in space that give rise to nearly identical interaural differences, yet under most conditions,
listeners can determine which of these locations is the “true” source position. The localization
is possible because of the other localization cues arising from sound scattering. The wavelength
of audible sound (2cm − 20m) is comparable to the dimensions of the environment, the human
body, and for high audible frequencies, the dimensions of the external ear (pinna). As a result,
the circularly-asymmetric external ear essentially forms a specially-shaped “antenna” that causes a
location-dependent and frequency-dependent “filtering” of the sound reaching the eardrums. Thus,
scattering of sound by the human body and by the external ears provides additional monaural (and,
to a lesser extent, binaural) cues to source position.
The effect of both this scattering and the time and level differences can be described by a fre-
quency response function called the head-related transfer function (HRTF). Knowing the HRTF,
one can, in principle, reconstruct the exact pressure waveforms that would reach a listener’s ears
for any arbitrary source waveform arising from the particular location. Although the way in which
the auditory system extracts information from the stimuli at the ears is only partially understood,
the pressure at the eardrums is a sufficient stimulus: if the correct sound pressure signals are pre-
sented to the listener’s ears, he will perceive a sound source at the correct location in exocentric
space. The process of synthesizing the proper acoustic wave pattern that might have occurred in
real environment with real source(s) is referred to as a synthesis of a virtual auditory space (VAS)
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Fig. 1. HRTF slices for contralateral and ipsilateral ears for azimuth of 45 degrees and varying elevation for a human
subject.
(for recent review see [27]).
For relatively distant sources the HRTF is a function of source direction and frequency, with a
weaker dependence on the distance to the sound source [28], which we neglect. If the sound source
is located at azimuth ϕ and elevation θ in a spherical coordinate system, then the (left and right)
HRTFs Hl and Hr are defined as the frequency-dependent ratio of the SPL at the corresponding
eardrum Φl,r to the free-field SPL at the center of the head as if the listener is absent Φf :
Hl(ω,ϕ, θ) =
Φl(ω,ϕ, θ)
Φf(ω)
, Hr(ω,ϕ, θ) =
Φr(ω,ϕ, θ)
Φf(ω)
. (1)
In the following we will suppress the dependence on the frequency ω. A typical slice of an HRTF
is shown in Fig. 1. In the plot, the elevation rises from −45 to 225 degrees along the cone of
confusion for the azimuth of 45 degrees. The plot contains several peaks and valleys, which shift as
the elevation change. The effects of the different body parts show up in different frequency ranges.
Shadowing by the head explains the overall level difference in the two pictures; torso reflections
create wide arches in the low frequency area of the plot, and pinna notches appear as dark streaks
in the high-frequency regions. The locations of these features change with frequency and with
elevation. These cues are thought to be very important to our ability to distinguish elevations [29],
[30], [31].
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III. ENVIRONMENTAL MODELING
Using the HRTF alone to render the sound scene results in perception of a “flat” environment
where the sounds are not well externalized. Users usually report correct perception of azimuth
and elevation, but the sound is felt to be excessively close to the head surface. As a source is
moved away from the ear, users report that the sound is still in the ear but with decreased volume.
To achieve good externalization, we have observed that environmental scattering cues must be
incorporated in the simulation of the auditory space. We use either a simple image model for
rectangular rooms [32] or a more complicated model for arbitrary piecewise-planar rooms [33].
Multiple reflections create an infinite lattice of virtual sources, whose positions can be found by
simple geometric computations and visibility testing. Absorption is accounted for by multiplying
virtual source strengths by a heuristic coefficient β for every reflection occurred. (We use β = 0.9
for walls and 0.7 for the carpeted floor and ceiling). Summing the peaks at time instants τ = d/c,
where d is the distance from the ith virtual source, with amplitudes determined by the distance and
the source strength, we can compute the room impulse response (IR). It depends upon the relative
locations of the source and the receiver in the room. For computing the IR at multiple room points
in a rectangular room we presented a fast algorithm based on the multipole method in [34].
IV. DYNAMICS
In addition to the static localization cues (ITD, ILD and anatomical scattering), humans use
dynamic cues to reinforce localization. These arise from active, sometimes unconscious, motions
of the listener, which change the relative position of the source [35]. It is reported that front/back
confusions which are common in static listening tests disappear when listeners are allowed to
slightly turn their heads to help them in localization.
When the sound scene is presented through headphones without compensation for head and
body motion, the scene does not change with the user’s motion, and dynamic cues are absent. The
virtual scene essentially rotates with the user, creating discomfort and preventing externalization.
The effect of the source staying at the same place irrespective of the listener’s motion is for it
to be placed at the one location that stays fixed in the moving coordinate system — the origin
of that coordinate system, inside the head. A low latency head position and orientation tracking
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is necessary so that dynamic cues are recreated, and delay between head motion and resulting
changes in audio stream is not distracting.
V. AUDIO SCENE RENDERING ALGORITHMS
As described above, it is sufficient to recreate the sound pressure at the eardrums to make a
synthetic audio scene indistinguishable from the real one, and the synthesis of the virtual audio
scene must include both HRTF-based and environmental cues to achieve accurate simulation. We
use a set of real-time sound rendering algorithms described below. The level of detail in the
simulation (interpolation quality and number of room reflections traced) is automatically adjusted
to match the processing power available.
To synthesize the audio scene given the source location(s) (ϕ, θ) one needs to filter the signal
with the appropriate HRTF(s) H(ϕ, θ) and render the result binaurally through headphones. To
compensate for head motion low-latency head tracking is employed to stabilize the virtual audio
scene.1 Additionally, the HRTF must be interpolated between discrete measurement positions to
avoid audible jumps in sound, and appropriate reverberation must be mixed into the rendered signal
to create good externalization.
A. Head tracking
We use a Polhemus tracker for head tracking. The tracker provides the position (Cartesian
coordinates) and the orientation (Euler angles) of up to 4 receivers with respect to a transmitter.
A receiver is mounted on the headphones. The transmitter might be fixed, creating a reference
frame, or moved by the user, creating a perception of a moving sound source. Then, positions of
virtual sources in the listener’s frame of reference are computed by simple geometric inversion,
and sources are rendered at their appropriate locations. Tracking latency is approximately 40
ms. Multiple receivers are used to enable multiple people participation; our Polhemus transmitter
though has an error-free operation range of only about 1.5 m, limiting the system’s spatial extent.
Since the tracker provides the position and orientation data of the receiver with respect to the
1Rendering through loudspeakers [36] does not require precise head tracking, but does need additional processing to cancel the
crosstalk. Further, the “sweet spot” where correct perception is achieved is quite small (∼ 20 cm), and it is harder to render multiple
sources.
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transmitter, simple geometric inversion of coordinates must be performed for virtual scene stabi-
lization if the scene is to stay stable with respect to a fixed transmitter. The coordinate system used
in this work is a vertical-polar system with X-axis horizontal pointing from the center of the head
to the right ear, Z-axis horizontal pointing from the center of the head to the nose, and Y -axis
vertical pointing up. In this system, Y is the polar axis, the azimuth ϕ ∈ [−π,π], the elevation
θ ∈ [−π/2,π/2] and a point position on a unit sphere is given by
x = sinϕ cos θ, y = sin θ, z = cosϕ cos θ.
For rendering, the coordinates (X 0, Y 0, Z 0) of a virtual sound source in a coordinate system
bound to a receiver (which is mounted on the headphones) is necessary. The information obtained
from the head tracker includes the coordinates (Xr, Yr, Zr) and the orientation (ϕ, θ,ψ) (azimuth,
elevation and roll, respectively) of the receiver with respect to transmitter. The rotation matrix R
then can be written as
R =

cosϕ cos θ cosϕ sin θ sinψ − sinϕ cosψ cosϕ sin θ cosψ + sinϕ sinψ
sinϕ cos θ sinϕ sin θ sinψ + cosϕ cosψ sinϕ sin θ cosψ − cosϕ sinψ
− sin θ cos θ sinψ cos θ cosψ
 .
Given the position of the virtual sound source (X,Y,Z) in the transmitter coordinate system, the
vector of (X 0, Y 0, Z 0) can be simply found as
X 0
Y 0
Z 0
 = R−1

X −Xr
Y − Yr
Z − Zr
 ,
and the source view angles (ϕ0, θ0) (azimuth and elevation) in the receiver-bound coordinate system
are simply
θ0 = arcsin(
Y 0
R0
),ϕ0 = arcsin(
X 0
R0 cos θ0
), R02 = X 02 + Y 02 + Z 02.
Once the direction of arrival is computed, the corresponding HRTF is retrieved or interpolation
between closest measured HRTFs is performed.
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B. HRTF interpolation
Currently, we use pre-measured sets of HRTFs.2 As measured, the HRTF corresponds to a
sounds generated 1 meter away and sampled at a sphere at a fixed angular resolution. The mea-
surements are performed at discrete points and have to be interpolated to avoid audible sudden
changes in sound spectrum when the source position changes. The spectrum changes are very
noticeable if white noise is used and the HRTF for the closest measured point is used instead of
interpolation.
Several papers report on different possible interpolation methods. Assume that the source is
located at a azimuth and elevation of (ϕ, θ) and the N closest available measurements of HRTF
are at (ϕi, θi). The resulting interpolated HRTF H̃(ω) should be computed as a weighted average of
those N HRTFsHi(ω) with weights wi which sum up to one, and ultimately the impulse response
(IR) corresponding to H̃(ω) is required. Note that the HRTF at a given frequency is simply a
complex number. Simple interpolation of a real and an imaginary parts separately is flawed.3
The paper [38] suggests the geometric interpolation as a way to properly interpolate complex
valued frequency response functions. We use instead arithmetic interpolation of the amplitude
and the phase separately, which gives the same result for the interpolated phase as the geometric
interpolation. However, the problem of phase uncertainty still exists since the phase of a transfer
function can be defined only within a multiple of 2π, which introduces phase unwrapping errors
on the interpolated value of the phase. The phase uncertainty will not arise if the spatial sampling
frequency for the HRTF is fine enough as determined by a Nyquist criterion. Thus for a fixed
sampling grid, HRTF interpolation at lower frequencies (longer wavelengths) will not be affected
by this problem. This is confirmed in our experiments; major lower-frequency content of the
acoustic signal is perceived at the correct place, but phantom sources containing mostly high-
frequency components appear in various places, often inside the head.
Thus, the magnitude part of H̃(ω) can be constructed uniquely by interpolating amplitudes of
2Another related project deals with numerical synthesis of HRTF from ear meshes and, once completed, will eliminate the need
for tedious HRTF measurements [37].
3Consider interpolation of two complex numbers with the same amplitude and different phases. If the real and the imaginary part
are interpolated separately, the result of interpolation will have smaller amplitude than the original vectors – while it is obvious that
the result of the correct interpolation should have the same amplitude and intermediate phase.
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Hi(ω), but the phase reconstruction is problematic. However, in practice, it is not really necessary
to preserve phase information in the interpolated HRTF, as humans are sensitive mostly to the
magnitude spectrum for the localization purposes [39] and the measured phase is likely to be
contaminated anyway due to difficulties of measuring it accurately because of sampling and other
problems. The phase is necessary to reconstruct the ITD, but given the correct ITD, only the
frequency dependence of the magnitude matters for perception. If the phase information is lost,
the resulting response is minimum-phase (the highest peak occurs at zero time, and the response
decays quite rapidly, which means that the ITD can be accounted for by a simple time shift). The
ITD can be approximated using the Woodworth’s formula [40]
τ̂ = r(ϕ+ cosϕ) cos θ/c, (2)
where c is the sound speed. The only unknown value here is the head radius r which can be
customized for the particular user using video, as is described below.
The database of HRTFs used in our work measures the directional transfer functions on a lattice
with 10 degree step in azimuth and elevation for different people. To compute interpolated HRIRs
for a source at P = (ϕ, θ), we find the three closest lattice points Pi = (ϕi, θi), i = 1...3, with
corresponding distances di between P and Pi.4 Then, if the HRTF at point Pi is represented by
Hi = Ai(ω)e
−iϕi(ω), the interpolated HRTF magnitude is
Ã(ω) =
P
wiAi(ω)P
wi
,
with weightswi = 1/di (wi is bounded from above by some constantC = 100 to prevent numerical
instabilities). Then, the phase ϕ̂(ω) of the interpolated HRTF corresponding to the leading ear is
set to the τ̂/2:
ϕ̃(ω) = ωτ̂/2,
and the phase for the lagging ear is set to the−τ̂/2 in the similar way. (Time shifts are performed in
frequency domain since humans are sensitive to ITD variations as small as 7 µs [41] which is 1/3
of a sampling period at the rendering rate of 44.1 kHz). The resulting HRTF H̃(ω) = Ã(ω)e−iϕ̃(ω)
4The distance between lattice points is defined as a Euclidean distance between the points with corresponding azimuth and
elevation placed on the unit sphere.
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is the desired interpolation. The inverse Fourier transform of H̃(ω) provides the desired interpo-
lated head-related impulse response (HRIR) which can be directly used for convolution with the
sound source waveform. The perceived sound motion is quite smooth, and no jumps or clicks are
noticeable.
It is also desirable to find the closest lattice points quickly (as opposed to finding the distances
from P to all lattice points). A fast search for the three nearest points Pi in a lattice is performed
using a lookup table. The lookup table is a 360-by-180 table covering all possible integer values
of azimuth and elevation. The cell (i, j) in the table stores n identifiers of lattice points that are
closest to the point with azimuth i + 0.5 and elevation j + 0.5. To find the closest points to the
point P , only the n points referred to by a cell corresponding to the integer parts of P ’s azimuth
and elevation are checked. It is clear that for a regular lattice some small value of n is sufficient
to always obtain the correct closest points. We use n = 5 which is practically errorless (in over
99.95% cases the closest three points are found correctly in random trials) which significantly
improves the performance of the on-line renderer compared to a brute-force search.
C. Incorporation of the room model
The room impulse response (RIR) can be written for rectangular rooms using a simple image
model [32]. A more complex image model with visibility criteria [33], that is somewhat more
heuristic, can be applied for the case of more general rooms. The RIR is a function of both the
source and receiver locations, and as the listener’s position relative to the source changes, so does
the RIR.
The RIR from the image model has a small number of relatively strong image sources from
the early reflections, and very large numbers (tens of thousands) of later weaker sources. The
earlier reflections will in turn be scattered by the listener’s anatomy. Thus they must be convolved
with the appropriate HRIR for the direction of an image source. (For example, the first reflection
is usually the one from the floor, and should be perceived as such). The large number of image
sources presents first a problem of evaluating the RIR, and the length of the RIR presents a problem
for low-latency rendering, since convolution with long filters may introduce latencies. We present
below a solution to this problem, based on a decomposition of the RIR.
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Fig. 2. Sample room impulse response functions. Column 1: Three different arrangements of source and receiver
within a room of fixed size. Column 2: The source and the receiver are placed in the same positions as for column
1, but the scene is scaled up by a factor of 2. Column 3: same as column 2, with the scaling factor of 3.
Room impulse responses for three rooms of different sizes and different positions of the source
and the receiver are shown in Figure 2 (the plots are intentionally clipped along the Y -axis so that
details of the reverberation tail are visible). The room size stays constant along a column, while
the relative positions of the source and the receiver stays the same along the rows. Three random
positions of the source and the receiver were selected for plots in the first column. The second
column is the same three source-receiver arrangements within a room which is twice as large as
for the first column (i.e., the whole scene is scaled up by a factor of two), and the third column is
for the room which is three times larger.
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These plots illustrate that the reverberation time of the room (formally defined as the time it takes
for the sound level to drop by 60 dB) and the decay rate of the reverberation tail changes with room
geometry – the reverberation decays slower in bigger room. Obviously, the decay rate depends
also on the reflective properties of the room walls. 5 However, it can be seen that this rate doesn’t
depend on the position of the source and the receiver within a room, which can be expected since
the reverberation tail consists of a mixture of weak late reflections and is essentially directionless.
We performed Monte-Carlo experiments with random positions of the source and the receiver and
found that for a given room size, the variance in the reverberation time is less that 20 percent.
This observation is useful because humans perceive the size and the properties of the room using
primarily the reverberation time for different frequencies. Independence of the tail decay rate of
the positions of the source and the receiver enables us to avoid expensive recomputation of the tail
with every source and receiver motion.
However, the positions of early reflections do change significantly when the source or the re-
ceiver is moved. It is believed ([43], [44]) that at least the first few reflections provide additional
information that help in sound localization. Full recomputation of the IR is not feasible in real-
time; still, some initial part of the room response must be reconstructed on the fly to accommodate
changes in the positions of the early reflections. We adopt an approach where the direct path ar-
rival and the first few reflection components of IR are recomputed in real time and the rest of the
filter is computed once for a given room geometry and materials. As can be seen from Figure 2,
the reverberant tail of room response function stays relatively the same for different source and
receiver locations in the same room, which justifies our approach. (If a virtual world consists of
several rooms, the reverberation tail for each of those can be pre-computed and appropriate switch
be made when participant moves from one room to another).
D. Rendering filter computation
As described before, we construct in real-time the finite-impulse-response (FIR) filter H that
consists of a mix of appropriately delayed individual impulse responses corresponding to the sig-
nal arrivals from the virtual source and its images created by reflections. The substantial length of
5The Sabine equation relates the reverberation time T of a room to be proportional to the room volume V and inversely propor-
tional to its total sound absorption A, T ∼ V/A. [42]
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the filter H (which contains the direct arrival and room reverberation tail) results in delays due to
convolution. For accurate simulation of the room response, the length of H must be not less than
the room reverberation time, which ranges for real rooms from 400ms (typical office environment)
to 2s and more (concert halls). If the convolution is carried out in the time domain, the processing
lag is essentially zero, but due to high computational complexity of time-domain convolution only
a very short filter can be used if processing is to be done in real-time, hindering reverberation ren-
dering abilities. The frequency-domain processing using fast Fourier transforms are much faster,
but the blocky nature of the convolution causes latency of at least one block. A nonuniform block
partitioned convolution algorithm was proposed in [45], but this algorithm is claimed to be pro-
prietary, and is somewhat inefficient and difficult to optimize on regular hardware. We instead use
frequency-domain convolution with short data blocks (N1 = 2048 or 4096 samples) which results
in tolerable delays of 50 to 100 milliseconds (at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz). We split the filter
H into two pieces H1 and H2; H1 has length N1 (same as data block length) and is recomputed
in real-time. However, processing only with this filter will limit the reverberation time to the filter
length. The second part of the filter, H2, is much longer (N2 = 65536 samples) and is used for
the simulation of reverberation. This filter contains only the constant reverberant tail of the room
response, and the part from 0 to N1 in it is zeroed out.
By splitting the convolution in two parts and exploiting the fact that the filter H2 is constant in
our approximation, we are able to convolve the incoming data block X of the length N1 with the
combined filter H of length N2 À N1 with delays only of order N1 (as opposed to unacceptable
delay of order N2 if a non-partitioned convolution is used). This is due to the linearity of convo-
lution with allows us to split the filter impulse response into blocks of different sizes, compute the
convolution of each block with the input signal, and sum appropriately delayed results to obtain
the output signal. In our example, the combined filter H = H1 +H2 (since the samples from 0 to
N1 in H2 is zeroed out) and no delays are necessary.
Mathematically, the (continuous) input data stream X = {x(1), x(2), ..., x(n), ...) is convolved
with the filter H = {h(1), , h(2), ...h(N2)) to produce the output data stream Y = {y(1), y(2),
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..., y(n), ...). The convolution is defined as
y(n) =
N2X
k=1
x(n− k)h(k),
and we break the sum into two parts of lengths N1and N2 −N1 as
y(n) =
N1X
k=1
x(n− k)h1(k) +
N2X
k=N1+1
x(n− k)h2(k).
The second sum can be also taken from 0 toN2 with h2(1), h2(2), ..., h2(N1) set to zero. The filter
H1 is resynthesized in real-time to account for the source and receiver relative motion. The filterH2
contains the fixed reverberant tail of the room response. The first part of the sum is recomputed in
real time using fast Fourier transform routines with appropriate padding of the input block and the
FIR filter to prevent wrap-around and ensure continuity of the output data. The delay introduced
by the inherent buffering of the frequency-domain convolution is limited to 2N1 at worst, which
is acceptable. The second part of the sum (which is essentially the late reverberation part of a
given signal) operates with a fixed filter H2 and for a given source signal is simply precomputed
off-line. If the source signal is also obtained on-line, it must be delayed sufficiently to allow reverb
precomputation before the actual output starts, but once the reverb is precomputed the reaction of
the system to the user’s head motion is fast because only the frequency-domain convolution with
short H1 (which changes on-the-fly to accommodate changes in user position) is done on-line.
In this way, both the low-latency real-time execution constraint and the long reverberation time
constraint are met without resorting to the slow time-domain convolution.
The algorithm for real-time recomputation of H1 proceeds as follows. The filter H1 is again
separated into two parts. The first part contains the direct path arrival and first reflections (up to
reflections of order L1 – where L1 is chosen by the constraint of real time execution). This part is
recomputed in real time to respond to the user or source motion. The second part consists of all
the reflections from order L1 to the end of the filter. This second part is precomputed at the start
of the program for a given room geometry, and some fixed location of source and receiver. Once
the new coordinates of the source and the receiver are known, the algorithm recomputes the first
part of FIR filter and sticks it on top of the second part. Figure 3 shows the process of composition
for two different arrangements of the source and the receiver and L1 = 4. The composition starts
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Fig. 3. Synthesis of a rendering FIR filter in real time. a) Precomputed tail of the filter (reflections of order 4 and
above). b)-e) Addition of reflections of order 0, 1, 2 and 3, respectively. f) Same as a) but for different position
and orientation of the receiver. g)-j) Same as b)-e) above.
with the precomputed tail of IR which stays constant independent of the source and the receiver
positions, and in four shown steps adds the direct arrival component and reflections of order 1,
2 and 3 to the IR. It is interesting to note that some reflections of small order may come later
than some reflections of larger order because of the room geometry, so the fixed part does overlap
with the part that is recomputed on the fly. When new H1 is available, it is used to filter the new
incoming blocks of input data, and the precomputed result of convolution with H2 is added to the
result of convolution with H1 to form the playback stream.
E. Playback synthesis
The computations described above can be performed in parallel for multiple virtual sound
sources at different positions. In a rendering cycle, the source signals are convolved with their
appropriate FIR filters. The convolution is done in the frequency domain. The convolved streams
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are mixed together for playback. A separate thread computes the reverberation tail, which is easier,
since all streams share the same precomputed reverberation FIR filter. The streams are first mixed
together and then the reverberation filter is applied, also in the frequency domain. The result of
this convolution is mixed into the playback. The playback is performed through standard operating
system calls, which is the source of small additional system latency.
VI. CUSTOMIZING THE HRTF
The biggest and still-open problem in the synthesis of the virtual auditory spaces is the cus-
tomization of the HRTF for a particular individual. The HRTF complexity is due to the complex
shapes of the pinna, which lead to several resonances and antiresonances. Each person presum-
ably learns her own HRTF given auditory or visual feedback about the source position, but the
HRTFs of different people look very different and, not surprisingly, are not interchangeable. In
order to accurately simulate the pressure waveforms that a listener would hear in the real world,
HRTFs must be separately determined for each individual (e.g., see [25], [46]). The problem of
HRTF customization is currently a subject of a open research. The usual customization method is
a direct measurement of HRTF when a tiny microphone is placed in the ear canal of the subject
and a sound is played through a loudspeaker positioned sequentially over all possible direction of
arrival (DOA) angles in some given steps. In the database used by us for matching [47], [48] a
resolution of 5 degrees is used over the whole sphere (except for the lower part, which cannot be
measured in the experiments usually). This method is accurate but highly time-consuming, and
there are different measurement issues complicating the procedure [49]. There also exist alterna-
tive approaches such as allowing participant to manipulate different characteristics of HRTF set
used for rendering until she achieves satisfactory experience (see, e.g., [50]), though it is not clear
if the correct HRTF is achieved. A novel and promising approach is the direct computation of the
HRTF using three-dimensional ear mesh obtained via computer vision and solving the physical
wave propagation equation in the presence of a non-rigid boundary by fast numerical methods
[37]. However this work is still under development, and current virtual auditory systems do not
have yet any methods for customization of the HRTF. In this paper we seek to customize the HRTF
using a database containing the measured HRTFs for 43 subjects along with some anthropometric
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measurements [47], [48].
A. Approaches to Customization
Since the HRTF is the representation of the physical process of the interaction between the on-
coming sound wave and the listener’s pinnae, head and torso, it is natural to make the hypothesis
that the structure of the HRTF is related to body scattering part dimensions and orientation. For
example, observe that if the ear is scaled up the HRTF will maintain the shape but will be shifted
toward the lower frequencies on the frequency axis. Since the listener presumably deduces the
source elevation from the positions of peaks and notches in the oncoming sound spectrum, us-
age of the HRTF from the scaled-up ear will result in systematic bias in the elevation estimation.
Some studies, such as functional representation of HRTFs using spatial feature extraction and reg-
ularization model [51], a structural model for composition and decomposition of HRTF [52], and
especially experiments with HRTF scaling ([53], [54], [55]) already suggested that the hypothesis
is somewhat valid, although a perfect localization (equivalent to the localization with the person’s
own HRTF) was not achieved with other people’s HRTFs appropriately scaled up or down. How-
ever, the ears of different persons are different in much more ways than just a simple scaling, and
a seemingly insignificant small change in ear structure can cause dramatic changes in HRTF.
B. Database Matching
An intermediate approach which we use in our system is an attempt to select the best-matching
HRTF from an existing database of HRTFs and use it for the synthesis of the virtual audio scene,
thus making the HRTF semi-personalized.
Thus, the problem is to select the most appropriate HRTF from a database of HRTFs indexed
in some way. The database we used was recently released by the UC Davis CIPIC laboratory
and contains the measurement of the HRTFs of 43 people, along with some anthropometric in-
formation about the subjects. The HRTFs are measured on a spherical lattice using a speaker
positioned 1 meter away from the subject. HRTF measurements below −45 degrees of elevation
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Fig. 4. The set of measurements provided with the HRTF database.
are not available (the speaker can’t be placed that low since it would hit the person’s legs). 6 The
anthropometric information in the database consists of 27 measurements per subject – 17 for the
head and the torso and 10 for the pinna. Pinna parameters are summarized in the Figure 4 and
are as follows: d1...d8 are cavum concha height, cymba concha height, cavum concha width, fossa
height, pinna height, pinna width, intertragal incisure width and cavum concha depth, and the θ1
and θ2 are pinna rotation and flare angles, respectively. For the HRTF matching procedure, we use
7 of these 10 pinna parameters which can be easily measured from the ear picture.
We perform an exploratory study on the hypothesis that the HRTF structure is related to the
ear parameters. Specifically, given the database of the HRTFs of 43 persons along with their ear
measurements we select the closest match to the new person by taking the picture of her ear,
measuring the di parameters from the image and finding the best match in the database. If the
measured value of the parameter is d̂i, the database value is di and the variance of the parameter
in the database is V ar(di), then the error for this parameter ei = (d̂i − di)/V ar(di), the total
error E =
P
i e
2
i and the subject that minimizes the total error E is selected as the closest match.
Matching is performed separately for the left and the right ears, which sometimes leads to the
selection of left and right HRTFs belonging to two different database subjects; these cases are rare
6 It is possible that absence of low-elevation measurements has negative impact on the VAS synthesis because the first reflection
usually comes from the floor (ie. low elevation) and might be not rendered correctly (a closest available HRTF will be used for
rendering instead).
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Fig. 5. Sample picture of the ear with the measurement control points marked.
though.
We have developed a simple interface which allows to perform almost on-the-fly selection of the
best-matching HRTF from the database. The picture of the left and the right ear of the new virtual
audio system user is taken with two cameras, with the user holding the ruler in the frame to provide
scale of reference. Sample picture used in one of the sessions of HRTF matching is shown in the
Figure 5. Once the picture is taken, an operator identifies key points on the ear and measures the ear
parameters described above. The user interface enforces certain constraints on the measurements
(for example, d1, d2 and d4 should lie on the same straight line which is the ear axis, d3 and d7
should be perpendicular to the ear axis and the bounding rectangle formed by d5 and d6 is axis-
aligned). The parameters d8 and θ2 are not measured since they can’t be reliably estimated from
pictures and θ1 is not used for the matching, but is used to compensate for the difference between
pinna rotation angles of the system user and the selected best-matching subject. The matching is
done in less than a minute, and no extended listening tests have to be performed for customization
– only the ear picture is required, which is a significant advantage of our method.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A number of volunteers (~50) were subjects of some informal listening experiments, in which
a virtual source was generated at the location of the transmitter of the Polhemus tracker (a small
cube of side 4 cm). Generally, people reported achieving very good externalization. Reported
experience varies from “I can truly believe that this box is making sound” to “Sound is definitely
outside my head, but my elevation perception is distorted” (probably due to non-personalized
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HRTFs). Thus, the system was capable of making people think that the sound was coming from
the external source, even though it was being rendered at the headphones. Presumably, correct
ITD cues, reverberation cues and highly natural changes of the audio scene with head motion and
rotation create this realistic perception, along with the non-personal HRTF cues are responsible for
these reports. The stability of the synthesized virtual audio scene is also remarkable and latency
is noticeable only if user rotates her head or moves the source in a very fast, jerky motion. Even
better results should be achievable with personalized HRTFs. We will soon have a mechanism to
compute personalized HRTFs using video and numerical analysis [37].
A. System Setup and Performance
The current setup used for experiments is based on a high-end office computer which is dual
Xeon P4-1.7 GHz Dell Precision 530 PC with Windows 2000, with the tracker connected to the
serial port. One receiver is fixed providing a reference frame, and another is mounted on the
headphones. The setup also includes stereo head-mounted display Sony LDI-D100B which is
used for immersive virtual environment in the developed software. The programming is done in
Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0, using OpenGL for video. Computations are parallelized for multiple
sources and for left and right playback channels, which results in good efficiency. The number
of recomputed reflections is adjusted on the fly to be completed within the head-tracker latency
period. For one source, up to five levels of reflection can be recomputed in real time. The algorithm
can easily handle up to 16 sources with two levels of reflections, doing video rendering in parallel.
B. Non-personalized HRTF set
We performed small-scale formal tests of the system on six people. The test sounds are presented
through headphones, and the head tracker measures the head position when the subject “points” to
the virtual sound source. The sounds used for the tests were three 75ms bursts of white noise with
75ms pauses between them, repeated every second. As a “generic” HRTF set, we used HRTFs that
were measured from a real person in an anechoic chamber. This person was not a test subject.
The test sessions were fairly short and involved calibration, training and measurement. For
calibration, subjects were asked to look at the source placed at a known spatial location (coinciding
with the tracker transmitter) and the position of the sensor on the subject’s head was adjusted to
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read 0 degrees of azimuth and elevation. Then, the sound was presented at random position, with
ϕ ∈ [−90◦, 90◦], θ ∈ [−45◦, 45◦]. Subjects were asked to “look” at the virtual source in the same
way that they looked at the source during calibration (e.g., point with their forehead). For training
feedback, the program constantly outputs the current bearing of the virtual source; perfect pointing
would correspond to ϕ = 0, θ = 0. During test sessions, 20 random positions are presented. The
subject points at the perceived sound location and on localization hits the button. The localization
error is recorded and the next source is presented. Results are summarized in the Table 1 below.
Table 1
s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6
avg |ϕ| 6.3 5.1 4.3 6.4 8.0 8.4
avg |θ| 9.0 9.5 5.5 16.7 14.4 7.2
avg ϕ -5.3 4.8 2.7 3.3 4.2 -5.7
avg θ -4.0 -4.5 5.0 -9.0 -8.3 3.8
The results for the “generic” HRTF set are interesting. Some subjects perform better than the
others, and localization in azimuth is generally better than in elevation. In addition, for all subjects
bias accounts for at least half of the error, and may be removed with a better pointing mechanism,
For subjects 2, 3 and 4 bias accounts for almost all of the localization error in azimuth. Considering
elevational localization (which is believed to be hampered most by using of non-individualized
HRTF), subject 3 performs quite good; performance of subjects 1, 2 and 6 is close to the average
and subjects 4 and 5 perform poorly, but azimuthal localization is still better that elevation. Errors
are probably due to non-individualized HRTFs.
The results show that the localization with non-individualized HRTF tends to introduce sig-
nificant errors in elevation, either by “shifting” the perceptual source position up or down or by
disrupting the vertical spatialization more dramatically. Still, the elevation perception is consistent
and the source can be perceived as being “above” or “below”. The azimuth perception remains rea-
sonable since it depends primarily on the ITD/ILD cues. Overall, the system is shown to be able
to create convincing and highly accurate virtual auditory displays. With the personalized HRTFs,
the same degree of accuracy is expected for every user.
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C. Personalized HRTF set
We performed a second set of tests to verify whether the customization has a significant effect
on the localization performance and the subjective experience of the virtual audio system user. For
this set, the best-matching HRTF was selected from the database and used for virtual audio scene
rendering. The test sessions themselves was conducted in the same manner as in the first set, with
the same test sound used.
Table 2
s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6
avg |ϕ| 13.5 5.9 7.5 13.4 10.2 7.6
avg |θ| 7.6 7.2 4.4 12.9 13.6 12.5
avg ϕ -9.4 -3.3 -4.8 -3.1 -1.5 0.7
avg θ -1.4 -7.0 -2.0 4.8 4.8 -6.3
Table 2 results are for the case of the best-matching HRTF from the HRTF database. Azimuthal
localization was not the priority task for the subjects for this test. It is clear that the elevation
localization performance is improved consistently by 20-30% for 4 out of 6 subjects, although it
would take a larger number of trials to be sure that a reduction in elevation error is statistically
significant. We are currently working on full-scale set of experiments to confirm the statistical
significance of these results. Improvement for the subject 5 is marginal and subject 6 performs
actually worse with the customized HRTF.
The objective performance criteria agrees with the subjective performance estimated by subjects
themselves. Subjects 1 through 4 reported that they are able to better feel the sound source motion
in the median plane and the virtual auditory scene synthesized with personalized HRTF sounds bet-
ter (better externalization and better perception of DOA and source distance is achieved). Subject 5
reported that motion can not be perceived reliably both with generic and customized HRTF, which
agrees with experimental data (It was later discovered that the subject 5 has tinnitus – “ringing” in
the ears). Subject 6 also reports that the generic HRTF just “sounds better”.
Overall, it can be said that the customization based on visual matching of ear parameters can
provide significant enhancement for the users of the virtual auditory space. This is confirmed
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Fig. 6. Sample screenshots from the developed audio-video game with spatialized audio user interaface.
both by objective measures, where the localization performance increases by 30% for some of the
subjects (the average gain is about 15%), and by subjective reports, where the listener is able to
distinguish between HRTFs that “fits” better or worse. These two measures correlate well, and if
the customized HRTF does not “sound” good for a user a switch back to the generic HRTF can be
made easily. The performed customization is a coarse “nearest-neighbor” approach, and the HRTF
certainly depends on much more than the 7 parameters measured. Still, even with such a limited
parameter space the approach is shown to achieve good performance gain, and combined with the
audio algorithms presented, should allow for creation of realistic virtual auditory spaces.
D. Application example
An alternative way to evaluate the benefits of the auditory display is by looking at user’s in-
formal reports of their experience with an application. We did this by developing a simple game
with spatialized sound, personalized stereoscopic visual display, head tracking and multi-player
capabilities all combined together. In the game, the participant wears stereo glasses, headphones
and a Polhemus tracker. Participants are immersed in the virtual world and are free to move. The
head position and orientation of the players are tracked, and appropriate panning of the video scene
takes place. The rendered world stays stable in both video and audio modalities. The video stream
is rendered using standard OpenGL.
In the game, the participant is piloting a small ship and can fly in a simulated room. The partic-
ipant learns an intuitive set of commands that are controlled by his head motion like in an airplane
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simulator game. (For example, head bowing forward is interpreted as a command to accelerate for-
ward, while the opposite motion slows down the ship; rolling the head to the left or right makes the
ship turn in the corresponding direction). Multi-player capability is implemented using a client-
server model, when the state of the game is maintained on one computer in a game server program
which keeps and updates the game state (object positions, ship positions, collision detection etc.)
periodically. Information required for game scene rendering (positions and video/audio attributes
of objects) is sent by the server after each update to the video and audio client programs which
do corresponding rendering. Clients in turn send back to the server any input received from the
keyboard or the tracking unit so that the server can process the input (e.g. spawn a missile object
in response to a fire key pressed on the client). Several PCs linked together via Ethernet participate
in the rendering of the audio and video streams for the players.
During the course of game, players navigate a virtual world and hit targets, either cooperatively
or competitively. In cooperative mode, target changes color and sound when hit by one player,
and breaks when another one hits it within 20 seconds of the first hit, so active cooperation of
participants is necessary for successful scoring. In competitive mode, the target just breaks when
it’s hit. Four sample screenshots from the game are shown in Figure 6. Three colored cylindrical
objects that can be seen in the field of view are the game targets; they are playing different sounds
– music, speech and noise bursts, respectively, and their intensities and spatial positions agree with
current position of the player in the world. On the fourth screenshot, one of them gets destroyed
and the corresponding sound ceases. The colored cone in one of the screenshots corresponds to
the ship of the second participant.
An alternative implementation of the game is an interactive news reader installation when three
cubes that simulate the TV screens are floating around, and each cube is broadcasting some ran-
domly selected audio stream from some news site on the World Wide Web. The listener can listen
to some or all of them, and select their favorite one by get into its closer proximity for selective
listening, or shoot and break some cubes if they doesn’t like the news being broadcasted by them,
in which case new cubes emerge later on connected to new live audio streams.
The audio modality supports the video modality in these applications since some targets appear
only for short periods of time and manifest their presence by playing different sound content. In
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this way, the audio significantly extends the user’s field of regard because, often, a new target
is initially localized by the sound it makes. It is also possible to play the game using the audio
modality alone, by aiming at the target exclusively by the sound it makes, although it’s much harder
to hit targets in this way. Slowing down the targets significantly and making the projectile bigger
is necessary to get satisfactory performance and user satisfaction in this case, compared to the case
when video is available. An interesting audio-only strategy invented by one participant is firing
a test missiles and listening to the sound of missile splashing against the wall – and determining
whether it’s to the left or to the right, above or below the sound made by target.
We performed several informal experiments with both generic HRTFs and personalized HRTFs
using our video feature matching personalization algorithm. Participants report that the acoustical
presence of several externalized objects is very convincing and it is possible to match the acoustical
stream with the video image of the target. The general drawback of the interface noted by several
participants is that spatial matching of video and audio is not quite easy because the visual objects
are physically on the plane in front of a user (screen or personal LCD glasses) while their acous-
tical counterparts are much more externalized and are floating in the space surrounding the user,
resulting in misalignment between line of sight and direction of sound arrival. This problem can
be solved by using a panoramic video display. However, participants usually are able to associate
sounds with targets and keep following the sound they are most interested in. The game experi-
ence (externalization, localization, navigation, targeting and sound following ability) are generally
improved by using semi-personalized HRTFs instead of a generic HRTF set. Customization is es-
pecially helpful in achieving good externalization in the front, when the sound often tends to jump
inside the head or to the back hemisphere of the listener when a generic HRTF set is used. With
a personalized HRTF set, participants report that the sounds of missile splash and target breaking
really happen in front and seem to come from the speakers installed next to the PC display, while
the true playback is of course happening through the headphones.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a set of algorithms for creating a virtual auditory space rendering systems.
These algorithms were used to create a prototype system that runs in real-time on a typical office
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PC. Static, dynamic and environmental sound localization cues are accurately reconstructed with
no noticeable latency, creating highly convincing experience for participants. The system is in use
and will be the basis for several user interface projects for sighted and low-vision users.
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